The Voinovich School of Leadership and Public Affairs
HTC/Voinovich Undergraduate Research Scholars

Academic Year 2013-2014

Ashley Anderson, Pre-law, International Studies
Delaney Bolger, Environmental Geography
Caroline Boone*, HTC Political Science
Amanda Browning, HTC Business Administration
Katelyn Byram, Communication Studies/Latin American Studies
Seaira Christian-Daniels, HTC Journalism
Katie Conlon, HTC History
Natalie Graham, Exercise Physiology
Zoe Graham, Business Administration and Marketing & Communication Studies
Renee Hagerty, HTC Political Science
Jamie Hankins, Finance/Spanish
Rylan Heischman, Psychology
Madison Koenig*, HTC English
Nicholas Kroncke, Environmental Geography
Sarah Lilly, Criminology-Sociology
Taylor Macy, HTC Environment and Plant Biology
Timothy Murphy, HTC Computer Science
Blayr Richie, Political Science, International Relations, Global Studies
Matthew Roberts, Journalism-Strategic Advertising
Jonathon Sheets, Pre-physical Therapy
Alex Slaymaker, Specialized Studies
Caroline Snyder*, HTC Hearing, Speech, Language Sciences
Hanna Ticoras, HTC English
Rebecca Wyss*, HTC English

*Returning Scholars